The time I experienced I have had with violence was when I was bullied. I remembered I was nine, in the park, playing with some high school friends. After more than one match, I got tired, so I went to the playground to play instead. nobody was with me, but I didn’t feel lonesome I love being alone because I get time to think and refresh my brain. Everything was okay, until a group of kids came and asked me some few questions. Then they fought me for no reason. It made feel like wrong was spreading.

This experience happen to me because it taught me a lesson. The reasons violence happens in my neighborhood sometimes is because of disagreements, bullying and gangs. They created problems in my neighborhood.

For my community to avoid violence people need to bully less, work with other people, and help others with their problems. I can help too by doing the same in my community. When I see or hear something violent I will try to stop it instead of watch. If young people use violence to solve their problems I will try to encourage them to solve their problems without violence.